Contribution to the development of low frequency terahertz coherent Raman micro-spectroscopy and microscopy.
We report the construction and characterization of a coherent Raman tabletop system utilizing a novel astigmatic optical focusing geometry, a broadband nanosecond optical parametric oscillator and volumetric Bragg filters assisting 3CBCRS measuring system for the first time. In order to illustrate the versatility of the measurements and reveal the molecular information obtainable, two well-characterized chemicals were selected. Polarization sensitive epi-detected 3CBCRS spectra of liquid CCl4 and calcite crystal were recorded and analyzed. An unexpected polarization dependence of the signals of the lowest frequency modes of CCl4 was observed. The 1122 third order susceptibility component was phase flipped. The non-resonant susceptibility normalized 1122 component was found to be larger than the 1111 component for the lowest vibrational modes. This anomalous comportment was attributable to the anisotropy Raman tensor invariant in the third order nonlinear susceptibility tensor.